Annex 7

Registration of the ICH elements
in the territory of Mongolia

Draft

I. Oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural heritage

1. Mongolian lullabies
2. Mongolian idioms
3. Mongolian proverbs
4. Mongolian riddles
5. Mongolian folk ovation
6. Mongolian folk invocation
7. Mongolian folk myths, legends
8. Mongolian folktales
9. Mongolian folk laudation
10. Mongolian folk praises
11. Mongolian folk epics
12. Condolence phraseology
13. Dairaltsaan- Mongolian folk game contest of singing with adages

II. Performing arts

1. Mongolian folk long song
2. Mongolian folk short song
3. Mongolian traditional Khuumei- The throat singing art
4. Mongolian traditional Morin Khuur music
5. Mongolian traditional Tsuur music and the way of playing art
6. Mongolian traditional folkdance- Bii biyelgee
7. Mongolian traditional religious dance-Tsam
8. Mongolian traditional music Limbe the flute and the way of playing art
9. Mongolian traditional contortionism
10. Whistling art

III. Social practices, rituals and festive events

1. Tsagaan Sar- The white moon, The lunar new year festival
2. Coaxing song for uniting the mother and offspring animals
3. Ceremony for animal castration
4. Banging the wool
5. Making the felt
6. Ceremony for sacrificing the mountains
7. Mongolian traditional moving
8. Mongolian customs related to animal slaughtering
9. Mongolian customs related to hunting
10. Mongolian customs related to agriculture
11. National festival Eriin Gurvan Naadam-The three masculine sports
12. Knucklebone shooting
13. Gerin Dallaga - The Buddhist ritual for invoking good health, prosperity and other goodesses for the family
14. Ceremony for washing the newborn baby
15. Ceremony for doing the first haircut for the kid
16. Feast for the new dwelling
17. Wedding ceremony
18. Burial ceremony
19. Burkhan Bagshii Duitsen Udur- Buddhist celebrations related to the life events of Buddha
20. Zulyn Khorin Tavan - The Buddhist celebration for the 25th of the lunar first winter month
21. Sacrificing the mountain and water
22. Ceremony for naming the baby
23. Ceremony for adopting the baby
24. Shinelekh yos- Celebrating the first day of the lunar new year
25. Bituulekh yos- Celebrating the lunar new year eve
26. Custom for greeting the bride
27. Ceremony for engagement
28. Everyday greeting custom
29. Guu barikh yos- Custom for the start of making the fermented mare's milk
30. Unaga tavikh- Custom for the ending of making the fermented mare's milk
31. Custom for branding horses
32. Custom for visiting
33. Jubilee
34. Custom for making friendship
35. Feast observances
36. Bird hunting
37. Book festival
38. Knucklebone festival
39. Ev Modny Naadam- Festival for unity and harmony
40. Observances for neighborhood

IV. Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe

1. Mongolian traditional medicine
2. Mongolian folk veterinary medicine
3. Flora study
4. Animal study
5. Land and water study
6. Nature study
7. Folk selection

V. Traditional craftsmanship

1. Knitting art
2. Embroidery art
3. Laminating art
4. Stitching art
5. Wood carving
6. Steel engraving
7. Jewelry making
8. Blacksmith art
9. Felt art
10. Leather art
11. Ger framework making art
12. Chest & locker making art
13. Saddle making art
14. Mongolian national costumes making art
15. Mongolian boots making art
16. Mongolian pattern
17. Balin art- Ritual offering making art
18. Horn engraving
19. Neighborhood gathering
20. Haircutting art
21. Braiding and weaving art
22. Bone carving
23. Coral art
24. Mongolian book art
25. Archery making art
26. Carpeting art
27. Book art
   • Writing the book script
   • Engraving the xylography
   • Creating the book cover
   • Creating the book with precious gems
   • Creating the book with embroidery
   • Creating the book with gemstones
   • Nagtan type of Book
   • Martan type of Book
   • Gartan type of Book
   • Sertan type of Book
28. Making of the archery
   • Make the bow
   • Make the arrow
   • Twine the strap
29. Making of the wrestling costume
   • Sew and stitch the Zodog (the upper wear)
   • Sew the Shuudag (the lower wear)
   • Make the boots
   • Twine the boot twine
30. Making of the shaman apparel
   • Make the Khonkhinuur
   • Make the drum and tambourine
   • Make the shaman’s crown
   • Make the stretched cord or rope for hanging the items of Shaman's spirits
31. Making of the Tsam (the Buddhist masked dance) apparels
   • Sew the Tsam pelerine
   • Sew the Tsam apparel
   • Make the Tsam Dujin with bone
   • Make the Tsam boots
   • Make the Tsam embroiderie
32. Coral Art
   • Coral-Mache
   • Coral inlaid
   • Coral carving
   • Coral beading

33. Mongolian Patterns and Ornaments
   • Ulziin the ornament
   • Alkhan or hummer ornament
   • Tumen nast the ornament
   • Badraa the ornament
   • Urgamal or the plant ornament
   • Animal ornament
   • Geometric ornaments
   • Sun, moon and star ornaments
   • Ornament lining
   • Patterning fiber ornament
   • Dalaichoinkhor the ornament
   • Dariganga the ornament
   • Khankhuhii the ornament
   • Uyanga the ornament
   • Avdar bayan the ornament

34. Art of iron knitting
   • Decorating art
   • Thread philigrany - creating small loop-formed decoration
   • Iron thread knitting
   • Hinge craft
   • Clasp craft

35. Appliqué
   • Make ribbon-like trimming on a garment
   • Sew silk lengthwise
   • Sew fur lengthwise
   • Make the glitter on the cloth

36. Horn craft
   • Horn carving
   • Creating flowerbed
   • Carving deer horn
   • Making saddle with bone edge

37. Bone engraving
   • Marrow bone engraving
   • Engraving the bore's marrow bone
   • Rib engraving
   • Carving the Khel khuur - traditional small music instrument with cord
   • Carving shoulder blade bone

38. Ankle-bone games
   • Khutaarlakh- Get together and play after handling with household tasks
   • Shagailtsakh- Play with ankle-bones
   • Play with ankle-bones on the ice
   • Arrange ankle-bones for the game
   • Paint the ankle-bones
   • Crave ankle-bones

39. Needle-lace and embroidery art
   • Sew with forward stitches
   • Embroider
• Khonin kholboo - a traditional embroider, stitches resembling chains
• Kherekh - a traditional type of embroider, stitches resembling crisscross
• Zagasan nuruu - a traditional type of embroider, stitches resembling fish scales
• Crochet embroidery
• Twist coin
• Khosh amlakh
• Khoshoo tatakh
• Weave Gyarag the belt
• Making a cylinder ribbon for knotting button
• Twisting ropes for the household usage
• Twining wool or hair
• Stitching a felt rug

40. Art of making the Balin - the decorative vegetarian food for the Buddhist monks
• Making the Balin
• Making Mongolian cheese - khuruud
• Making dried curd - aaruul

41. Hoof craft
• Hoof boots
• Carving hooves

42. Sand art
• Piling up the sand
• Creating Buddhist heaven - the Sachig Dultsen with sand finely

43. Art of hair and wool
• Hair cutting
• Hair dressing
• Hair braiding

44. Saddle making
• Chopping the wood for saddle making
• Preparing the saddle
• Making the saddle plates
• Making the leather saddlecloth

45. Thread clewing art
• Knitting the Namkh
• Making loop with threads
• Knotting the threads
• Fastening the threads

46. Processing hides
• Scraping or rubbing hides
• Fermenting hides
• Hide scissoring
• Hide embossed

47. Wood knitting art
• Selecting the wood for work
• Knitting and weaving wood
• Making besom
• Making basket for collecting animal dung
• Making the chest seveg
• Weaving chest

48. Hair knitting art
• Knotting cow hair
• Braiding horse tail
• Craiding camel wool

49. Sewing deel the Mongolian traditional gown
• Lining the deel
• Sewing the khaflaga on the deel
• Knotting the button and ribbon
• Making the frieze to the deel
• Making the ornamental strip to the deel

50. Sewing Mongol boots
• Tanning the leather
• Pattern the boots
• Soften the leather with water in a large can
• Crumpling the leather
• Soiling the boots with hide
• Sewing the toe of the boots
• Processing the grained leather for boots

51. Leather thong art
• Graining the leather thong
• Knotting the leather thong
• Making the halter
• Making the bridle
• Enclosing the bridle in a ring
• Wrapping up the bridle with silver
• Knotting the bridle in special ways

52. Art of Mongolian blacksmithing and handcrafting
• Khyas takihk
• Processing the iron elements
• Making the felts
• Banging the wool
• Smoking the hides and leather
• Fire worshipping rituals
• Pulling the roll wrapped around the felt
• Twiddling
• Thread knitting
• Separating rust from the iron
• Cleaning the iron
• Melting the iron
• Double embossed
• Forging the metal
• Quenching the metal
• Silver embossed
• Infusing small amount of steel into iron items
• Pinching the iron
• Decorating the metal with melted gold or silver on its groove
• Letting down the metal
• Decorating the metal with gold
• Engraving the metal

53. Hide and leather art
• Making the leather thong
• Processing the hide and prepare soft and silky material
• Softening hide
• Fleshing
• Making water bottle with hide
• Embossing the raw hide
54. Mongol painting
   • Making stuffed items
   • Painting with the pounce
55. Art of carving and patterning the wood
   • Making items with the bark and cork of the tree
   • Putting the wood in the water
   • Logging with raft
   • Drying the wood
   • Patterning the wood
   • Carving the wood
   • Puzzling the wood
56. Art of felt stitching
   • Making felt rug
   • Making the dugaluur
   • Stitching the carpet
   • Knitting the zoos shire- Traditional game
   • Knitting rope with felt
   • Weaving the halter
   • Making the danz
   • Making felt socks
   • Making felt balls
   • Making the ongo
   • Lining the felt
   • Trimming the felt
   • Felt uuchuur- Traditional Mongolian domino-like game
   • Uuchuur making
   • Painting playing card
57. Carving the form for the pastries
   • Khorol engraving (circular frame or disk with radial spokes)
58. Carving the horse-head fiddle
59. Making the zeeg
60. Getting the hair and wool from cow
61. Trimming the sheep wool
62. Horse hair-cutting
63. Goat combing
64. Cutting the long hair on the throat of a came